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ABSTRACT. A preliminary review is given of the evaluation of the International Cross-Calibration Radiocarbon Data. Consensus values and standard errors are D"C = 508.1 ± 2.0%o (ANU Sucrose) and z _ -2.5 ± 1.5%, (1850 Wood). Reporting format follows recornmendations of Stuiver and Polach (1977). 

INTRODUCTION 

Data from the international cross-calibration exercise (Polach, 1979) have provided an important opportunity to assess the state of the art of high-precision natural radiocarbon measurement and to derive con- sensus values for two relatively pure and homogeneous materials relative to the international radiocarbon dating standard (NBS oxalic acid, SRM-4990B). Performance was good: some 15 laboratories returned results for the two ratios - ANU sucrose/modern standard (S/M and 1850 wood/modern standard W/M - ) 
( ) with a typical imprecision (stand- ard deviation) of about 5%.o; and the distributions of results were relativel narrow. The primary limitations encountered were 

y 
incom- plete laboratory data and 

(occasionally) - 
y variable reporting practices. A resume of our analysis follows; a complete report incorporating results received since the Bern-Heidelberg conference is being prepared. 

Cross-calibration results 
A more detailed examination of the cross-calibration data, usin assumption-resistant methods, has revealed that the agreement, 

g 
while good, is not exceptional. Supplementing conventional data analysis techniques, the methods of Tukey (1977) and Youden 

employed in order ) (1960) were 
to expose and minimize the effects of systematic and. non-Poisson random errors. Stem/leaf histograms (Tukey, 1977) showing the distributions of results are given i ) g n figure 1. 

Some observations from our analysis of the radiocarbon data follow: a) Imprecisions (standard deviations) quoted varied from about 2%U to S%, with one laboratory reporting 28%. M ost but not all of the reported imprecisions represented counting statistics only. Weighted, iterative computations were employed to take into account non- counting errors and the variation in Poisson imprecision (Currie, 1972a). b) Apparent blunders (large deviations from consensus values) in a few cases; most severe were results for the estimate of the 
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ratio S/M, where three observations differed by more than four times 

their stated imprecisions. Such large deviations were not obtained for the 

ratio W,/M. 
c) "Laboratory error", cr, ie, a non-Poisson error component, was 

estimated from the data distributions for both ratios. Results were 

similar: for S/M, o-g = 3.5%; for W/M, o-x = 1.8%0. Uncertainty intervals 

for cr were large due to the limited numbers of degrees of freedom, but 

only the latter (W,/M) interval was consistent with o = 0, ie, negligible 

non-Poisson error. These error estimates, which may reflect the accuracy 

limit for current counting techniques, are consistent with those given 

earlier by Pearson and others (3%) (1977), Clark (6%) (1975), and 

Currie (57c0) (1972b). 
d) Consensus ratios, following the use of exploratory techniques to 

identify blunders and taking into account "laboratory error" and 

varying Poisson imprecision, were D14C = 508.1 ± 2.0% (sucrose) and 

= -2.5 ± 1.5%0 (1850 wood, age-corrected for decay to 1950). (Un- 

certainties represent one standard error, and both S and W are nor- 

malized to S13CPDB = -25%.) 

CROSS-CALIBRATION HISTOGRAMS 
(corrected 14C deviations, in °loo) 
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Fig 1. Histogram of the radiocarbon ratios for ANU sucrose (S), 1850 wood (W) 

and the modern standard (M; 0.95 X NBS oxalic acid). Numerical scales 
three 

are 
ratios; 

expressed 

as deviations (in parts per thousand) from unity for each 
laboratories are coded alphabetically. 
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Exploratory analysis, international radiocarbon cross-calibration 935 
Evaluation of the reported data for 13CPDB indicated an overall 

imprecision (standard deviation) of about 0.35%x. Median values and 
standard errors for the three materials were: -10.8 ± 0.1% (S), -19.1 ± 
0.l% (M), -22.5 ± 0.1%a (W). These results were derived from 18 obser- 
vations (no outliers), 13 observations (3 outliers), and 15 observations 
(4 outliers), respectively. Discordant results for the oxalic acid and 1850 
wood differed by up to 2% to 3% from the respective medians; they 
appear to be related to problems with isotopic fractionation in the use 
of these materials. 

Further results of the evaluation, including 813C distributions and 
the search for measurement method-, sample nature, and isotope frac- 
tionation-related effects will be presented in the full report. The general 
conclusion, however, is that none of these factors limit the quality of 
results from experienced investigators. Reporting practice variance, 
however, places a significant and needless limitation on high-accuracy 
data. Among the problems noted were: lack of information on non- 
counting error, different age-correction and 13C calibration practices, 
and the use of 0.949 versus 0.950 to convert measurements of oxalic acid 
to the "modern standard." 
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